On Sep 13, 2017, at 7:29 PM, Steve Curry <cwheileg@gmail.com> wrote:
If you’ve not yet surmised the troubles our country is in, I present to you Jerry Day, who broke the CAFR accounts fraud, puts it right on the line, and in such simple terms, even an aeronautic engineer could understand it.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EZTMKfTP6P0

What I dislike most with the idea of government oppression & tyranny, is that it is NOT the government causing the problem, but the vicious vermin in the Crown Templar's American BAR Association, and the State BAR Associations, who act as if they are government, or represent government, and who have, under Letters of Marque, set up their communist feudal districts of control across the country, and who are given power, privilege, and the authority to carry out their inland piracy, looting, and plunder of the American people, their freedoms, their rights, and their private properties!

These Israeli-Vatican sponsored BAR pirates, which include the entire US Supreme Court, the entire US Congress, Harry Reid, John McCain, Nancy Pelosi, Chuck Schummer, Anthony Weiner, the Clintons, Senator Michael Bennet, and all other Israeli-Vatican monied schills, have legislated their own authority, power, and overreach, well beyond what has been granted them by the Crown by the Vatican’s Letters of Marque!

These folks have all been neutralized, yet, they are still dangerous!!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FoZpPorxbwc

Cutting this message short, I will leave the facts in evidence for you to review & contemplate, and to act upon.
The Cartel’s War against all of Humanity has reached your door! What will you do to defend your family?
That’s what I thought!
Make your Country proud! That’s what Veterans do!........Especially, those Veterans who have learned they’ve been lied to & defrauded like no others!
Please share the knowledge found in these videos!
We are Winning, so it’s all Good, providing you are apart of the solution!
Have a good evening!